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Argument:  Increasingly students will seek and receive service from 
machines, not humans.  Not all human interactions should be 
replaced by machines. – Terry Anderson (2004)

Introduction
As described by Terry Anderson (2004) in Student Services in a 

Networked World, Distance Education professionals have objected the operation 

of unique student services by machines, with the belief that machines can not 

provide student services to individual “known” learners.  Many of these 

professionals also have the misconception that machines will completely replace 

human interaction.  Anderson argued that the continuous improvements of 

“learner models”, which identify characteristics of individual students and groups 

of students, have been increasingly successful at proving the non-believers 

wrong.  Anderson also substantiates his arguments that machines will not 

altogether replace human interaction by describing how the affective learner 

support service is fulfilled through net-based social environments such as 

asynchronous online learning communities, chat, and virtual conferences.  The 

author also discusses how the two other learner support services (cognitive and 

systematic) are represented in networked environments.  In this paper, I will 

express my supportive position for Anderson by describing the impact of the web 

on Distance Education services and providing substantial evidence of why 

students will seek out student services via machines, rather than institutional 

staff.  I will defend my position with research data, student views, professional 

views, and personal experience.
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Web Impact on Distance Education
The advancements of the Internet continue to make a positive impact on 

Distance Education.  Anderson (2004) refers to these advancements as 

“affordances”.  These affordances allow Distance Education practitioners to 

transform the functionality of programs in a more results-oriented fashion.  Two 

prime examples of these new benefits are the addition of frequently asked 

questions database that continuously updates itself as more different questions 

are asked and the ability for student-to-student communication in an online 

community with storage and retrieval of the conversations.  The affordances 

specifically identified by Anderson (2004) are: the abundance and availability of 

broad and specific resources, the constant developments that enhance human 

communications, and the ability to add computational and inferential capacity to a 

mixed interaction with machines and humans (pp. 97-98).  These affordances are 

successfully applied to Tait’s (2000) taxonomy of student services (Affective, 

Cognitive, Systematic) and aim to support student needs in all Distance 

Education environments across the globe.

Opposing statements and Rebuttal
As previously stated not all practitioners agree with the replacement of 

immediate human interaction with that of machines.  Thorpe (2001) argues that 

machines cannot replace human interaction since each learner is particularly 

different.  What isn’t realized by Thorpe is that new technology has evolved to 

recognize and react upon groups of learners; this is achieved by identifying these 

learners and their situations upon enrollment into the university.  Anderson 
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(2004) identifies these tools that deny Thorpe’s claim as “learner models”.  The 

learner model will apply a cognitive assessment to the student, and in return 

adapt its environment to conform to the student’s needs.  I analyzed the opinions 

and personal experiences of the OMDE 608 Section 9040 students in response 

to Anderson’s article and concluded that roughly all of the contributing students 

favored the immediacy and quality of receiving service and would rather use 

machines for support rather than humans, due to past experiences of jumping 

through many hoops to receive the needed assistance.  Many students stated 

that they would favor human interaction as an always available learner service, 

but accessed as a last resort.  Tina Lynn Grillot provides an excellent view of 

machine-based service versus human-based service from the student’s 

perspective:

“I am a huge fan of automated services, I find that very often I can 

complete a task faster and with more accuracy through automated 

services then I could if there are "middlemen" involved. Than being said, 

this only works if my circumstances are common, if I have a unique issue I 

want a person to talk to and I don't to jump through hoops or leave 

voicemail requests for assistance.

Either way, the need for human contact would still be necessary, thus 

Anderson's vision of a fully automated system is made unrealistic by the 

uniqueness of each student's needs.” (Grillot, 2007, p.1)
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Human interaction must certainly not be avoided.  “This is especially true 

in domains such as student support services that can have components that are 

based on high degrees of affective interaction between and among students, 

teachers, and professional staff.” (Anderson, 2004, p. 95).  Distance Education 

practitioners fail to see that human interaction is in plain sight, but serviced 

through the machines via conferencing in asynchronous and/or synchronous 

formats.  In our net-based society, we are seeing human interaction in digitized 

formats.  Thorpe may have simply misunderstood the concept of human 

interaction respective to learner services as in Distance Education that you will 

not see the intimate connection of instructors and students in a “real-location 

sense”.  Students and instructors can fulfill the affective needs by communicating 

through chat, threaded discussion, and virtual conferencing.  Many studies have 

proven that communication in an asynchronous format has increased 

participation and added a deeper contribution to the learning community.  In a 

way this form of affective support has a longer lasting effect since the information 

is always available in a digitized format and can be stored both within the 

confines of the student and on the institution’s respective database.  

Conclusion

In conclusion, students will always seek the quickest and most qualitative 

method in order to receive the services that they need.  It should be taken into 

account that the inclusion of student services should be able to identify and 

assess any individual student’s need, and provide the requested information and 
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transactions in a timely manner.  These new affordances absolutely will not 

replace human contact.  Future research in learner models needs to be 

conducted in order to successfully improve student services that have replaced 

“direct” human contact.  This is further backed up by Ji-Yeon Lee: “Research on 

student attrition is believed to provide valuable insights to understand what are 

some of underlying hindrances or barriers in distance leaning and thus help 

future research on learner support to better meet the learners’ needs” (Ji-Yeon 

Lee, 2000, p. 182).
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